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SITE GOALS AND STRATEGIES
Core Site Goals
A Platform for Building Community: The site will serve and foster many different communities, and will provide a context for building relationships
between and within communities in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed and beyond. All aspects of the campus will be designed to build community. The site
design will also enable visitors with accessibility needs (physical mobility, vision impairment, psycho-social challenges, etc.) to experience as much of the
campus as possible.

A Center for Jewish Life: The campus will serve as a living laboratory for diverse Jewish practice, connection, and community-building rooted in and
inspired by Jewish tradition, agricultural and natural cycles, and contemplative spiritual practice. The campus will embody ancient Jewish traditions and
the Jewish commitment to tikunolam, repairing the world. Jewish practices, values, and ideas will be creatively integrated into the design.

An Intentional Community:
Anchoring the campus with talent, vision, passion, and energy, an intentional community will attract residents from across the country to pioneer a
cutting edge new pathway in Jewish life. Akin to an Israeli moshav, residents will live in smaller private spaces and come together for Shabbat and holiday
celebrations, which shall also invite and attract outside community members into this immersive, pluralistic, inspirational Jewish communal atmosphere.
Community residents will enhance and catalyze progress and impact throughout the campus, and also engage and inspire the broader Baltimore Jewish
community.
A Model of Sustainability through Agriculture, Habitat Restoration, and Green Building:
• Buildings will prioritize environmental design such as energy efficiency, net zero energy use buildings, natural building, rain catchment and water
reuse systems, and integration of biological functions into buildings, such as living roofs. The design itself will be an educational resource; signs
and displays will explain design elements and their environmental impacts.
• The farm will enhance the human experience throughout the site—on retreats, educational programs, and events. Farm spaces will span from
educational garden plots (Hebrew Calendar Garden, Meet the Animals pasture) to production zones (you-pick berries, productive greenhouses).
• Existing forested areas shall be maintained, while many currently mowed, yet unused, sloped perimeter acres will be transitioned into habitat
restoration zones, such as meadows, that increase biodiversity and the ecological health.
• Human interaction with the natural environment shall be facilitated through pathways, bicycle trails, signage, and environmental education.

MASTER PLAN ANALYSIS
Regional Context

ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Biohabitats, a Baltimore-based ecological restoration and planning firm, has
identified opportunities to improve the ecosystem services at Pearlstone through
a variety of ecological restoration interventions including, but not limited to,
forest management, wetland planting, stormwater management, meadow
planting and invasive plant management. The following maps highlight the
process used to determine the opportunities.

Chesapeake Bay, photo credit Jennifer Dowdell
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Pearlstone Land Use map showing the 5 zones (with original and proposed)
Scarlet Tanager (Piranga olivacea)

Master Plan and Legend

SITE AREAS

Eastern Box Turtle (Terrapene Carolina carolina)

Ecological Restoration and Management Master Plan

LAND USE ZONES: EXISTING
The existing land use zones for Pearlstone are the
Retreat Zone, Retreat Farm area, a large Events Area
comprised of numerous acres of unused mowed lawn
and a natural habitats edge buffer.

LAND USE ZONES: PROPOSED
The proposed land use zones for Pearlstone
expand the farm area to include a community
farm, add an area for a Moshav and expand the
natural habitat areas for habitat restoration. The
expanded farm and habitat areas reinforce the
existing viewsheds and programming and reduce
required maintenance.
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AN IMMERSION EXPERIENCE
The arrival experience and the experience of moving throughout the entire
Pearlstone Retreat site are designed to be immersive experiences. Guests
are encouraged to explore, discover and interface with the many facets of
the retreat center, specifically nature, culture, agriculture and community.
Planting the Flower Field and adding signage will enhance the arrival
experience. These enhancements will create a welcoming, agrarian
entrance that sets the stage for what visitors will experience further down
the road. A comprehensive trail system should be integrated throughout
the property with ample wayfinding to improve visitor experience.
Signage can also be used to highlight the ecological features of the
property, while providing interpretive information about the
rehabilitation projects that are underway.
Both vehicular and pedestrian access to each zone should be designed
with the goal of immersion in mind. Connectivity and flow will be
improved between areas. For example, a clear pedestrian connection can
be created between the retreat center and the educational farm, and the
community farm beyond.
Expanded parking is intended to increase capacity for existing and future
retreat, farm, and event uses.

Immersion can also be enhanced by utilizing existing and/or building new
opportunities for overnight guests within each node of the property.

SITE FOCUS AREAS
I.

Retreat Center

A. Primary Retreat Center Green
The Retreat Center Green is used as an orientation site for retreat and
farm visitors. Enhancements can be made to improve its comfort,
including planting several shade trees and incorporating places to sit.

B. Retreat Addition and Parking

The following images represent a concept design for a fifth lodging
building that would complete the retreat center circle. The addition
would contain 20 higher-end rooms – the only single occupancy rooms
on campus. It would also include two larger meeting spaces connecting
this building with the current GardenView Lodge (building #4); a
natural/earthy feel is imagined for these spaces, which would be ideal
for yoga, massage, and a natural spa.

.

Retreat Addition Floor Plans

C. Retreat Center Crossroads
No one ever imagined when the retreat center was built that there would be thousands of farm program participants going under the retreat
breezeway on their way to the pasture. Now there is a need and opportunity to facilitate this large flow of people with steps and pathways, but
also to consider how to maximize the beauty of this outdoor space that features our annual celebration and integrates retreat, farm, and
programming so wonderfully. We imagined turning the walkway into a much larger deck/veranda with seating space for guests, as well as a
hardscaped courtyard beneath/beyond the deck spanning further into the grassy field to serve as a more formal events space for our annual
celebration, other farm-to-table meals, and general outdoor gathering space. From there one could head out to see the lamb and orchards, new
and improved fire circle, animal pasture with goats and chickens, walk down to the main educational farm, or head over to the existing retreat
deck to get a more elevated view of the campus.

Removing the existing stairway to open up a larger point of access will create a more inviting pathway from the retreat center to the educational
farm. Agrarian themed plantings can be used on the Retreat Center side of the Crossroads as a visual cue that it is a connection to the farm. A deck
or patio can be built off of the existing bridge to create a more versatile gathering space in between the Retreat Center and the Fertile Crescent.

II.

The Farm

The farm is Pearlstone’s most unique asset, both in terms of hospitality and educational
programming. It is a significant part of our brand identity connected to historic agricultural
heritage. It provides a joyous, multisensory adventure for retreat guests, and a dynamic hands-on
cultural learning experience for program participants. A first goal for the expansion of the farm is
to expand the Jewish agricultural platform which showcases agricultural heritage while teaching
Jewish agricultural laws on the farm related to food justice—sharing the harvest with the poor,
letting the land rest, preserving the integrity of each species, and probably above all, gratitude. The
second goal is to grow crops that have special significance in Jewish culture, and grapes and wine
are at the top of that list. A third goal is to provide fresh food to the retreat kitchen including a host
of fresh vegetables and lamb.
The Master Plan distinguishes three areas of the farm:

E. The Fertile Crescent, including the retreat animal pasture, Julia’s Orchard, Nina’s
Orchard, and Shoshana’s Meditation Garden—all wrapping around the OrchardView
and GardenView Lodges. The Fertile Crescent is highly visible from the retreat lodge
building and is connected to the retreat green by way of the Crossroads.
F. The Educational Farm is highly visible from the retreat center, and connects the retreat
center to the rest of the campus. It is where the most intensive educational program use
occurs and where kids will be dropped of at peak farm season for farm culture and
education camps.
G. The new Community Farm area will include U-Pick berries, Simcha Vineyard, Campus Pasture, Kitchen Garden, and Farm Center. This farm
area is focused on "family farm day" - an experience that blends farm events and the natural habitats extending from the bunkhouses and
artisan pavilion, to the farm event pavilion, up the slopes across the blueberries to the council ring overlook and beyond to the nature center,
an interpretive center that announcing the gateway to the natural habitats with the wilderness village and the perimeter wilderness trail.

E. Fertile Crescent

The Fertile Crescent wraps around the the OrchardView and GardenView Lodges, and includes the
retreat pasture, Julia’s Orchard, Nina’s Orchard, and Shoshana’s Meditation Garden. This farm area is
in the closest proximity to the retreat center, and accessibility will be improved to invite more visitors
in.
E1. Retreat Pasture
The Retreat Pasture is home to goats, chickens and sheep that retreat visitors can interact with
during their stay. These animals provide additional food for the Retreat Center, as well as
programming opportunities for children and adults. Updating the Crossroads will improve access
to the pasture, and increase visitation. Moving the existing high tunnel to the Community Farm
Operations Center will increase space available for animals and education programs in this space.

E2. Orchard

When planting is complete, the orchard will have four sections of perennial fruit tree plantings.
Sheep will graze in this area and visitors are welcome. Visitors are welcome to walk with sheep as
they graze the pasture underneath the apple, pear, cherry and plum trees.
E3. New Field
The New Field is currently used for vegetable production for the kitchen as well as composting for the farm. Future potential uses for this space
include increased vegetable production for the Community Farm, or the development of a food forest. In this situation a food forest would be a
passive reforestation technique incorporating fruits, nuts and fiber. The forest could be designed to include open spaces, outdoor classrooms, and
walking trails. Rather than an intensively managed agricultural space, it will be managed with a few workdays annually, along with passive
harvesting by visitors and staff. A food forest would to support the buffer edge here with enhanced tree canopy and to limit runoff from agricultural
fields into the adjacent stream.

F & G. Education and Community Farms

F & G. Education and Community Farms

III. Moshav
“Imagine a diverse, multigenerational, socially and ecologically-conscious Jewish
community nestled in a corner of the Pearlstone Campus amidst the rolling hills
and beautiful country of rural Baltimore County. Attracting passionate, talented,
committed Jews from all across North America, this cohort would deeply embody
Jewish values, create vibrant Jewish communal life, and engage, inspire, and
catalyze the nearby Baltimore Jewish community. “ (Pearlstone Moshav Proposal)

As a Jewish intentional small farm community, the Moshav will create a vibrant
intentional multi-generational residential community setting—a community of
service. The Moshav is a place where members can support each other in service
outreach and day to day life, where they can share meals and common areas
including a playground, guest housing, artisanal and teaching spaces and gardens all designed around pedestrian spaces with cars limited to the outer edge.

Key components of the Moshav include housing units, a common house and
gardens. The housing units serving approximately twenty families will be
primarily duplex and triplex units gathered around a pedestrian courtyard and
green space. The common house will include a multi-use space for sharing meals
and educational spaces, as well as areas for indoor recreation, work, meditation
and prayer. The outdoor space will include a playground, gardens, picnic area and
secluded private outdoor areas.

H. Moshav

H1. Housing: Approximately 20 units – single family detached, duplex and triplex.

H2. Community Center: Space for residents and outreach to community (education, daycare, etc.).

H3. Garden: Large garden for supplying common house and Moshav residents.

IV. Events Area

Ecological Restoration and Management Master Plan

SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
Access to the Pearlstone retreat center is a challenge given its rural character and existing, narrow rural roads. The challenge for the future is to
grow the Pearlstone programs while preserving the rich character of the natural spaces, maintaining low camp speeds to insure safety and
maintaining the pedestrian scale that pervades the campus so that road widening does not lead to more of a suburban character. Pearlstone
program attendance is based on seasonal themes and varies from the larger events hosting 200 guests a day, to more regularly occurring
programs hosting 5 to 30 people.

The transportation strategy includes:
1. Developing a parking staging and shuttle strategy for the highest attendance events several times per year
2. Addressing the access road to Pearlstone over time as adjacent parcels may be purchased
3. Assessing onsite traffic management practices that will faciltate ease of movement while maintaining camp compatible speeds (10mph or less)
4. Encouraging a Pearlstone "immersion experience" by creating optimal opportunities for parking at the entry to the site and shuttle and well
designed pedestrian access to site destinations
Adjacent context connectivity map - showing adjacent properties identifying potential shuttle/parking staging opportunities

Lifepoint Church, 6 minutes

Baptist Church, 4 minutes

Parking on site
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Existing parking on site. The “rough” possible number of spaces per area is as follows;
A = 386
B = 175
C = 256
TOTAL = 1177 spaces
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D = 199
E = 74
F = 87

